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ABSTRACT. We consider the space x of entire functions of two complex variables

having a finite nonzero order point and type, equip it with the natural locally convex

topology, such that x becomes a Frechet space. Apart from finding the characterization of

continuous linear functionals, linear transformations on x, we have obtained the necessary

and sufficient conditions for a double sequence in x to be a proper base.

1. Introduction and terminology. Let x denote the space of all entire functions

of two variables zx, z2 E C (C is the ordinary complex plane equipped with its

usual topology) endowed with the topology $ of uniform convergence on

compact sets in C2. The topology 'f can also be regarded as the topology

generated by the family [M(f; RX,R2): RX,R2*> 0}, where

M(f,rx,r2)=      sup     |/f>„z2)l.

and hence 5"can also be expressed in terms of arithmetical mean values off; but

certainly not in terms of geometric mean values of/(for counterexample, see [5]).

In an earlier paper [4] one of us has made a systematic study of the topological

structure of the space x leading to some characterizations of linear functionals,

operators and proper bases in x- In all these results, functions of finite orders and

types nowhere occupy a privileged position, although from the point of view of

classical analysis, such functions are of immense importance. Our aim is,

therefore, to consider the family of such class of entire functions of two variables

(for the sake of simplicity, we consider the case of two variables only) and make

a topological study thereon. Various notions of orders and types regarding

functions in x are available nowadays (see for instance the book by Fuks [2] and

references given therein). We, however, follow those mentioned by Fred Gross

[3]. Indeed, Fred Gross has given characterization of orders and types in terms

of the coefficients of the expansion of an entire function/ E x, and this very well

fits in our analysis in a most general setting.

For simplification, it is sometimes convenient to introduce various equivalent

locally convex topologies on x apart from f mentioned earlier. For instance, let
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for each / E x

(1.1) 11/11 = supflflool,km\V(^"\m,n > 0,m + n # 0).

For Rx, R2 > 0, let

0-2) p(/;P„P2) = 2   2 kJ*r*5,
n=0 m=0

where

0-3) fax,**) =55 a^zl,      amn E C,
B-0 m=0

with |amB|1,/(m+'') -» 0 as m + n -* oo. Then ||/|| is a total paranorm and

p(/; RX,R2) is a norm on x- Let T and T2 be the topologies generated by ||/|| and

the family [p(f;Rx,R2);Rx,R2 > 0} respectively. It is easy to see that 'S ̂ -Tx

a* T2. Indeed, let {fp} be a net in x, such that^ -»/in T^. Choose e > 0, tj > 0,

P,, P2 > 0 arbitrarily, such that

t,P„ 1,/ï, < 1,       i, + ■r\2RxR2/{(\ - i»*i)0 - iIÄ2)} < e.

Now for p > Q = Q(r¡)

1^-flboKl.       tó)-amB|<Tím+";       m,n >0,/n + n#0.

Then for |z, | < P,, |r2| < P2,

\fp(zx,z2) -f(zx,z2)\ < i, + T^^ • t^^ < e,   for allp > Q.

Henee 9" C 2^. On the other hand, let fp -»/in ÇF. Then given e > 0, we may find

P„ P2 > 0 with P„ P2 > 1/e and a ß = g(e,P,,P2), such that

1^-flboK«.       forp>ß;

U(*i>*2) -/(^i>^)l < 1.      forp > Q and |z,| < P„ i = 1, 2.

Using Cauchy's fundamental inequality for two variables [2, p. 49], namely,

\amn\R\R2 < M(f; RX,R2), one finds for m + n * 0,

Wtí - aJ1/(",+") < Rx-m^m+n)R2"^m+n) < 1/P < e,   forp > Q,

where P = min(RX,R2) > 1/e. Thusj£ -+finT. We have, therefore, shown that

S as T. The other part, namely 'S at T2, follows from the following inequalities:

(1.4) M(f;rx,r2) < p(f;rx,r2) < -¡^L- ' ffi-:M(f;Rx,R2),
K\       1     K2       r2

where R¡ > r¡, > 0 (i = 1,2). Inequalities (1.4) follow from the Cauchy inequal-

ity referred to above.
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We now mention below the result of Fred Gross [3] on which our analysis

depends. Let px, p2 ; ox, o2 be four positive finite numbers which are arbitrary but

fixed throughout our discussion. Let Y = Y(px,p2;ox,o2) be the subclass of x

consisting of those functions / such that for each e > 0

(1.5) M(f;rx,r2) < exp{(o-, + eV + (o2 + e)r?),

for all sufficiently large values of rx and r2. Clearly y is a proper vector subspace

of x- Since each/ e Y is represen table as given in (1.3), one has after Fred Gross

the following:

(..6) k.i < [£a(a¡±i)]*[a2k±i]"»,

valid for all sufficiently large m + « and conversely if / G x and satisfies (1.6),

then/satisfies (1.5), i.e./e Y.

To consider the topological structure of Y, define for each f E Y and each

8 > 0, the following term:

||/;o,+Ó\a2 + S||

= hol + 2, 2, kJ [j^Ts^X* [(o-Told"7*'
where the double infinite series converges in view of (1.6). Then for each 5 > 0,

||/; ox + 8,o2 + 8\\ defines a norm on Y. Let S be the topology on Y generated by

the family {||/;oi + 8,o2 + 8\\: 8 > 0}. We will throughout assume from now

and onwards, unless otherwise stated, that Y is equipped with the topology S. It

is then easily seen that Y is a locally convex space. Moreover, it is metrizable, the

metric being given by

j(fo\ = v l    H/-g;qi + iA>*2 + iAII
aU'8)      k% 2* 1 + ||/- g; a, + \/k,o2 + \/k\\ •

Moreover, it can be easily verified that the topology induced on Y by ?F is weaker

than the original topology on Y generated by d. In x, the sequence of partial sums

of /= 2r=o2"=o«/wi5m«. Smn(zx,z2) = zfzl converges to /. This does not

follow easily in the case of Y when it is equipped with the topology 9. We show

that in fact it is true.

Theorem 1.1. Let f = 2"=o 2"=o amn^mn G Y. The sequence of partial sums of

the series for fconverges to fin Y with respect to S.

Proof. If we prove that the assertion of the theorem is true in Y(8) for every

8 > 0, where Y(8) the vector space Y equipped with the norm (1.7), then the

result will follow. Let 8 > 0 be given. In view of (1.6), we can choose rj < 8 and

AT = Ar(n) such that
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kJ<[^^]m/ft[^^]B/P2

for all m + n > N(t\).

If SN is the partial sum of the series for/, SN = Wa<m+n<Namnhmn, then

= 22', 4^0   astf->oo,

where tx = ((a, + !,)/(©, + S))"* < 1, and t2 = [(a2 + t,)/(o-2 + 8)]v» < 1.

This completes the proof.

2. Topological structure of Y and its dual. First of all we have

Theorem 2.1. Y equipped with the topology generated by the metric dis a Fréchet

space.

Proof. In view of the various considerations made in the preceding paragraph,

it is sufficient to show that Y is complete. It is a simple routine work. However,

for the sake of completeness we may sketch the proof as follows. Let {fp}, where

fri,h) =22 a^zTzl,
JI=0  171 = 0

be a Cauchy sequence in Y with respect to the metric d. Hence, it is a Cauchy

sequence with respect to each ||/;o, + S,o2 + 8\\ and it follows that for given

8 > 0, e > 0, there exists p0 = Po(e,S), such that

[yy, ~lm/Pl V M "In/P2

< e   for allp,q > p0.

Therefore, for each fixed m and n, {a<£>} is a Cauchy sequence in C and so

a\â -* <W as p -» oo for m, n > 0.

Now forp = po,

kJ < k^l + W - «<J< kir*! + £
and as |a¡$)| satisfies (1.6) so does then \am\. Therefore the function/given by

(1.3) represents an element of Y and it follows that \\fp — f;ax + 8,a2 + 8\\ -» 0

asp -» oo. As 8 is arbitrary, we are therefore done.
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Characterization of continuous linear functionals on Y. First, we prove the

following theorem:

Theorem 2.2. A continuous linear functional <j> on Y(8) is of the form

(2-1) <?(/) = 22 c^a^,

where f E Y(8), if and only if

(12) kJLep1(o-1+ó-)J       lep2(o2 + 5)J

is bounded for all m,n>0.

Proof. Let d> be a continuous linear functional of the given form. Then it

implies that there exists a constant k > 0 such that

W)\<k\\f,ox + 8,o2 + 8\\

for all/ G Y(8). Choosing/(z,,z2) = z^z\, we find that

Ymn\  < kWS^lOi + 8,02 + 8\\,

for all m, n > 0 =*• (2.2) holds.

Conversely, for each/ G Y(8), let ¿> be defined as in (2.1) together with the

condition (2.2). Then in view of (1.6) and (2.2) the infinite series in (2.1) converges

and so <p is well defined. It can be easily shown that ¿> is a linear functional on

Y(8). Moreover, making use of (2.2) we find

W)\< 2 2 kJkJ
n—0 m—0

<fc||/;oï + o>2 + o1|.

Hence <j> is continuous on Y(8). This completes the proof.

The main result of this section, which follows immediately from the above

theorem, is stated as follows:

Theorem 23. Every continuous linear functional d» on Y is of the form

(2-3) 4(f) =22 cm,am
«-O m=0

where f E Y,f= 2n°°=o 2m=o <**»&*» and 8„„(zx,z2) = zfzl, if and only if

holds for all m, « > 0, some constant k > 0 and some 8 > 0.
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3. Continuous linear transformations of Y into itself. Let a continuous linear

transformation from Y(8X) into Y(82) be denoted by T(8X,82) and the family of

all such transformations for a fixed pair 5, and 82 by B(8X,82). A continuous linear

transformation from Y into itself is denoted by T and the family of such

transformations is B(Y). The main result of this section is stated as

Theorem 3.1. A linear transformation T E B(Y) if and only if for each 8 > 0

there exists a constant k = k(8) and an e, = e,(S) such that

(3.1)    ||r(0;*i + «,»2 + «II < k\,    "\   T/Pl[,   /VT*
L (a, + e, )ep, J      |_ (<*2 + «i )eP2 J

/or a// i>a/nes of m,n > 0.

For proving this result, we shall need the following lemmas:

Lemma 3.1. If for a E Y, d(a) > k > 0, then the following must be true:

||«; o, + 8,a2 + ¿|| > Jfc/(2 - k)

for some 8 = 80, where 0 < ô0 < 1, and therefore for all values of8< 80.

Proof. Consider the sequence of norms ||a;a, + l/p,a2 + l/p||. This increases

for increasing values of p. Choose pQ such that

-    1      ||a;a,+ l/p,a2+l/p|| k

^,2M + ||«;a, + l/p,a2+l/pll      2'

Then we have

j(„\ sk ±    ||a;g, + l/po,g2+l/p0||    ÇI     1 J_\
l"K2     1 + II«; o, + l/p0,o2 + l/p0|| \2 + 22 + ' ' ' + 2p°j

^M \ ^       II«? Q| + 1/P0,g2+ 1/Poll        ,   k
w^ 1 +||a;a, + l/po,a2+l/pol|     2

Sincera) > &, it implies \W',ox + l/p0,o2 + l/p0\\ > k/(2 - k). With50 = l/Po>

the result follows.

Remark. From this lemma, it immediately follows that the convergence of a

series in Y(8) for each 5 > 0 implies its convergence in Y. Combining this result

with the fact that the topology on Y is stronger than all the topologies on the

Y(8)'s, we can say that the convergence in y is equivalent to convergence in all

of the y(5)'s.

Lemma 3.2. A linear transformation TofY into itself is continuous if and only if

to each 82 > 0 there exists some 5, > 0 such that T E B(8X, 82).

Proof. Since the topology on Y is stronger than all the topologies on y(5)'s, it

follows that any T E B(Y) is a continuous linear transformation from Y into

y(52) for each 52 > 0. Choose 52 arbitrarily and fix it. Therefore, for the
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necessary part we need to show the existence of some 8X > 0 such that

T G B(8X,82). Let us assume that a linear transformation F of Y(8X) into Y(82)

is not continuous for any 8X > 0. Then by known properties of normed spaces

[1, p. 54], we can find a sequence [Y(\/p)} and ap in Y(\/p) such that

lla^îo-, + l/p,o2 + \/p\\ -* 0 as p -* oo, while \\T(ap);ox + 82,o2 + 82\\ > 1, for

all sufficiently large p. This implies that d(ap) -* 0 as p -* oo; but \\T(ap);ax

+ 82, o2 + 821| > 1 => T is not a continuous linear map from Y into Y(82). Since

S2 is arbitrary, it follows from the above arguments that for T G B(Y) and for

any 52 > 0, we should be able to find some 8X > 0 such that T E B(SX,82).

To prove the converse, suppose that a linear transformation F of y into Y is

not continuous. Then there exists a sequence {ap} of elements of Y such that

d(ap) -> 0 as p -> oo but d(T(ap)) > k > 0, p = 1, 2,_By Lemma 3.1, we

have

||T(ap); a, + 8,o2 + ô|| > */(2 - k)   for all 5 < 80, 0 < 50 < 1-

This implies that Fis not a continuous linear map from Y into Y(8) for all 8 < 80.

From here, it can be easily shown that for S's < 80, we cannot find any 8X > 0

such that T E B(8X,8). This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let F G B(Y) with T(8m) = a^. Then, from Lemma

3.2, it follows that for every 8 > 0, there exists 8X = 5](ô) such that F is a

continuous linear map from Y(8X) to Y(8).

There exists a constant A: = k(8) such that

lin*«.);»! + S,°2 + «II < *ll««,;a, + «1.0-2 + «ill

[,*,       Tm/pir        »        T"/p2

(a, + S, )epx J      L (<^2 + öi )«P2 J

This proves the necessary part.

To prove the converse, let a E Y be given by a = 2n°-o 2m-o a^S^. Then

we have

for every e > 0 and for all sufficiently large m + n.

For fixed e > 0, there exists N0 = A^e) such that

o.« k.|<[srfSL±âJ*[ai*±i]*.

for (m + «)> A^e). From (3.1) it follows that we can find e! > e such that

(3.3)   k..,+8,o2+«y < ,r^^r/ftr^L^ifl/ft

L (o\ + ei )epx J     L (o2 + ex )ep2 J
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for all m, n > 0. Combining (3.2) and (3.3) we get

for (m + n) > N0(e)
00        00

=» 2  2 Km I Ha»«; <*i + «><*2 + «II converges for each 5 > 0
m-0 m-0

00        00

=* 2  2 <*m,amn   converges to an element of Y.
n—0 m-0

Thus, we can define a map T from Y into itself as follows. For a E Y, define

T(a) = 2«°-o 2m-o amn<*mn- Then, obviously T(8m) = a„, and T is linear.

Continuity of F is immediate from the given condition (3.1) and the Lemma 3.2.

This completes the proof.

4. Proper bases and their characterization. Let {a„„}, m, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., be a

sequence of entire functions in Y. The sequence {a„„} is said to be linearly

independent if 2"-o 2«-o cmamn = 0 => cm = 0 for all sequences {cm} of

complex numbers for which the series 2ü-o 2m-o ctmam converges in Y. A

subspace }q of Y is said to be spanned by a sequence (O if YQ consists of all

linear combinations 2£-o 2m-o cmnamn which are convergent in Y. A sequence

{amn} which is linearly independent and spans a closed subspace Y0 of y is called

a èiKii in 1¡¡. Clearly {5^} is a basis for Y. A proper basis in a subspace AJ, of X

is a basis {a^} in AJ,, which possesses the following property: 2¡¡-o 2"=o £»»air-

converges «* 2rí-o 2m-o i«««»» converges, for all sequences {c^} of complex

numbers. In our discussions which follow we shall make use of the fact that the

convergence of 2«*-o 2m-o cm»«miim Y is equivalent to the condition:

(4,, u < [s^]*[i6da±il]*

vaUd for all sufficiently large (m + n) and for every e > 0.

For the characterization of proper bases in terms of the growth conditions on

{amn}> we lùst prove the following two lemmas:

Lemma 4.1. For a sequence {aTO} C Y, the following three conditions are

equivalent:

(A) For each 5 > 0, there exists k = k(o) and an e, = c,(5) such that

\\am;ol + 8,a2 + ô\\<k[^-^]m/P,[ JL_1
ep2(a2 + e,)J

»/pi

for all m and n(> 0).
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(B) For all sequences {cm} of complex numbers, "2n% 2"-o cna^mn converges in

Y" implies "2«°-o 2™«o Cmn*mn converges in Y".

(C) For all sequences {c^} of complex numbers, "2^«o 2m-o cim^mn converges in

Y" implies " c^a^ tends to zero in Y".

Proof. From the sufficiency part of the proof of Theorem 3.1, (A) =» (B) is

obvious. (B) => (C) is also quite obvious. So, in order to complete the proof, we

need show that (C) => (A). For this, suppose that (C) is true, but (A) is not true.

Then the latter implies that for some 8, say 8', and every integer k there exist

sequences {mk} and {«*} of integers such that

■W>   K.„ ♦ r„♦ „I * ,[çri%A]-[KTfe5]-.
Define a sequence {cm} of scalars by

.. ,, c»« = ■■     .„  ,«,„   , « .i     when m = mk;n = nk,      k = 1, 2.
(4.3) \\<*mn,°\ +O,O-2 + 0||

= 0, otherwise .

Then from (4.2), we have

,       ,1 [(a, + lA)gPl-|"*/ft Y(o2 + l/k)ep2l"^

K^JS^L        mk        ]      I        nk        ]

<r(oi + i/^fti^rfa + iA)gP2-|v^ fmk>i

for any e > 0, and for sufficiently large A:

for any e > 0, and for sufficiently large m and n.

Thus, c„„ defined by (4.3) satisfies (4.1) and consequently c^a^ should tend to

zero in F by the hypothesis (C). But for n = nk and m = mk,

Ik™«™;*, + 8',a2 + «II = \cmtnk\ \\ami¡nt;ox + 5',a2 + 5'|| = 1

which contradicts that c^a^ -* 0 in Y. This establishes that (C) ** (A).

Lemma 4.2. For a sequence {am} in Y, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) For 17 > 0 and all sufficiently small Ô > 0, S = 8(rj),
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ik.;*+«,a2+oh > \   >"]*«[—"T",
""' '      '2 - L(a, +ij)ep,J     l(o2 + 7,)ep2]

where m + n is sufficiently large and depends upon 8.

(ß) For all sequences {cm} of complex numbers, "2fí.o 2m-o cmnamn converges in

I"' => - 2r-o 2^=0 ^«m» converges in Y".

(y) For all sequences {c^,} of complex numbers, "Cmnamn tends to zero in Y" =>

"2»°-o 2m-o cnm8mn converges in V.

Proof, (y) => 08) is obvious. We shall prove that (ß) ■♦ (a) and (a) => (y).

For proving (ß) => (a), we assume that (ß) is true and (a) is not true. Then the

latter implies that for some tj > 0, for arbitrary small 80 and for arbitrarily large

m + n, depending on 8q,

[m       lm/pir        «        ~\n/Pi

htäI Unud •
Since Ha^,; a, + 8,o2 + 5|| decreases as 5 increases, it follows from here that

(4.5,      K.;, + s,, ♦ S|| < [j-^-^tç-^j-J*

is true for each 5 > 0 and arbitrarily large m + n which depend on 8. If tj is a

fixed small positive number, we can find, corresponding to each number k > 0,

increasing sequences {mk} and {nk} such that

(4.6)
m*/pi r     «,     nVfti.!   . i m _- r   mk   T^r   "k   i

<W°. + pa2 + £|| < L(0i+T?)epiJ      L(a2 + n)ep2J

Now choosing a positive number tj, < tj, we define a sequence {cm} of scalars as

follows:

(4.7)      """L-™-J     L-n-J     ' -«*.«- »*.
= 0, otherwise.

Then for any 5 > 0,

2   2 fcj Ik,; a, + «,o2 + «|| = 2 2 \cmknk\ hmk„k; a, + 8i02 + 8\\.
„=0 m-0 *£1 * *

Fixing 5 > 0, we omit from the above series those terms (finite in number) which

correspond to those mk and nk for which \/k > 8. Then the remainder of the

series is dominated by 2 2*;>i \cmk„k\ hmknklO\ + I/M2 + 1AI|. Now, making
use of (4.6) and (4.7), and using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem

1.1, the convergence of the above series can be easily verified. As 8 > 0 is
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arbitrary, the series 2 2m^>o c^a^,, when {c„„} is defined by (4.7), is convergent

in Y and consequently by our hypothesis (ß), {c^} should satisfy the condition

(4.1). On the contrary, from the definition of the sequence {c^,}, it is obvious that

{cmn} does not satisfy the condition (4.1). Hence our assumption is wrong and (/?)
■»(«)•

To prove (a) => (y), we take a sequence {c^,} of scalars for which c^a^ -* 0

in Y and the condition (4.1) does not hold. Then there exist sequences {mk} and

{nk} of positive integers and a number X > 0 such that

(«i ic,..i > [ssfciîïpfafetii]-'.

Choose a positive number tj such that A > (3tj/2). Then from (a), we can find a

8 = S(ij) such that

m    ^;„1+ä,„1+i|la[;_^_]-[_^_]-

for sufficiently large m + « which depends on 8 and therefore on tj. Therefore

there exists a number N(rj) such that

ik^i+o^+oii > \^—\m<*\^—r\
\_(ox + t])epx J      \_(o2 + Tj>p2J

for m + n > N(tj).

Now, consider

max Ik™ a™;», + 8,o2 + ô||= maxkJ Ho^ja, + 5,ct2 + S||

> max|cmtnJ ||amtBt;a, + 5,ct2 + fi||

rgPl(q,+A)-|"*/". x rgp2(a2 + A)1"^

x r   ™*   t*7"1 x r   **   t*^
L(a, + ■q)epx J |_(<>2 + i)>P2J

>1.

This implies that c^a^ does not tend to zero in Y(8) corresponding to the above

choice of 8, and this contradicts our assumption. Hence (a) => (y).

Combining the above two lemmas, we get a characterization of proper bases

in the form of
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Theorem 4.1. A base {am} in a closed subspace Y0of Y is proper if and only if

{<*„„} satisfies the conditions (A) and (a).

5. Proper bases and linear homeomorphisms in Y. In this section, we character-

ize linear homeomorphisms in Y in terms of proper bases as stated in the

following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. IfTis linear homeomorphic mapping of Y into itself, then {T(8„„)}

is a proper base in some closed subspace Y0 of Y. Conversely, »/{a,™} is a proper base

in a closed subspace Y0 of Y, then there exists a linear homeomorphic mapping T of

Y onto Y0 such that F(Ô„„) = am, m, n = 0, 1, 2,_

The proof of this result depends upon the condition (A) of the preceding

section and runs on lines similar to those given in [6, Theorem 2.1]. It is therefore

omitted. Through suitable combination of mappings, we also get the following

interrelationship between proper bases and automorphisms (linear homeomor-

phic mappings of Y onto itself).

Theorem 5.1'. If {aj„} and {a2^,} are proper bases in Y, then there exists an

automorphism TofY such that r(a„„) = a^, m, « = 0, 1, 2, ..., and conversely

if T is an automorphism of Y and {a™} is a proper base in Y, then {a2,,},

m, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., is also a proper base in Y, where a2^ = F(ai„).
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